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CASE STUDY

Translating
Strategy into
Everyday
Execution
A Pharmaceutical Manufacturer Implements the TBM Management System,
Transforms the Culture, Reduces Costs and Creates Room for Growth

Client
A rapidly growing pharmaceutical
manufacturer with a history of healthy
profits and high margins.

Challenge
Production costs were above best-in-class
benchmarks but management still wanted
to create a more disciplined and directed
organization while improving efficiency and
keeping headcount steady for future growth.

Solution
Over a 4-year period TBM helped roll out
a comprehensive management system,
starting with an initial assessment and
intense leadership development. The system
included strategy deployment, 100-day
plans, monthly strategic reviews and daily
performance reviews.

Results
Operating costs as a percentage of
revenue were reduced by one third and
were expected to drop even further when
several new products came online. Making
improvements and solving problems are
now part of the company’s culture.

Operationally speaking, market success can hide a lot of problems.
The executive team at a rapidly-growing, global pharmaceutical
manufacturer (which wishes to remain anonymous for this case study)
did some hard calculations, and concluded that their production costs
were as much as three times higher than the industry benchmark.
Unfortunately, much of those costs were linked to capital expenditures,
and were therefore fixed. Still, they concluded that there were some
significant opportunities for savings, especially as they continued to grow.
“We had a history of being very profitable, with very high margins,
and protected products. That created a certain attitude and way of
operating,” one executive explains.
When TBM Consulting Group began working with the company’s
leadership team in 2008, they had settled on three primary mandates
going forward:

1. Continue to deliver high quality drugs to their patients.
2. Grow the business but keep total head count constant in
order to rein in costs.

3. Create a culture of continuous improvement by everyone
through the design and deployment of a consistent
management system.
The third directive, which TBM worked with managers and employees
at all levels to implement, would be the key to delivering the other two.

From Strategy to Execution
Like many entrepreneurial companies, this
firm had grown by taking advantage of market
opportunities as they arose without having
a well-defined process for connecting the
everyday activities of the business to high-level
strategic goals. After the leadership team
had established their three core objectives, in
addition to becoming more efficient, the next
question was, “How do we do it?”
The first step was the creation of a strategy
deployment framework. For this the
management team used the X-matrix tool
to translate their objectives into annual goals
for the site and for each value stream. They
then determined the “breakthrough” projects
that would be essential for realizing those
goals, defined the relevant KPIs and assigned
project ownership.
“Like many companies, they struggled to make
the breakthrough projects a daily and weekly
priority,” recalls Richard Holland, former Vice
President and Managing Director of TBM

Europe. “So we helped them translate the breakthroughs into ‘100-day
plans,’ which the leadership team now reviews on a weekly and monthly
basis to see if sufficient progress is being made. The approach establishes
clear accountability for achieving the long-term goals.”
Laying the conceptual groundwork for the new management system,
TBM then trained the company’s executives and managers in the
basics of lean and the most relevant problem-solving tools. Next, teams
began to set up visual management tools, including SQDCP boards
displaying daily and hourly safety, quality, delivery, cost and productivity
metrics for each area. The boards now serve as focal points for daily
performance reviews.
“We have a series of boards from the shop-floor level through area
or functional boards to value-stream boards, culminating at the site
leadership team board,” explains one manager. “Within that system,
[status] meetings happen on a daily basis so that by 10:00 the site
leadership team gets a full overview of the site’s performance in the last
24 hours, and what’s been done to resolve any issues and what needs to
be done today to ensure today is a success.”
Combining daily performance with strategic activity, the boards also
report progress toward 100-day plans and breakthrough objectives.
Such practices have contributed to building a culture of open
communication at all levels.

FIGURE 1

How An Effective Management System Drives Business Improvement
Traditional command-and-control management systems often fail to sustain improvement initiatives—as evidenced
by how frequently changes, no matter how brilliant, at most organizations fall back to the prior state. In contrast,
a management system based on transparency, communication, frequent management reviews and responsive
countermeasures, sustains changes and performance gains which can take the business to the next level.
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Within the TBM Management System, the role of managers is transformed from being the person in charge to being
a support person and coach.

Culture Change
Today, the company’s culture is characterized
by trust and collaborative problem
solving. Trust is a result of the constant
communication from the leadership team
about where the organization is going.
When it comes to making the targeted
operational changes and improvements,
that communication always emphasizes the
need to build a sustainable business, not just
reduce costs.
“It’s a fundamental role reversal,” Holland
explains. “It transforms the job of the manager
from being the person in charge who tells
everyone what to do, to being a support
person and coach. From being a talker to a
listener. Instead of making all of the decisions,
they ask questions and teach people to follow
a solid thought process that leads to good
decisions.” (See Figure 2)
“You do need to come out of your box. You
need to think about things differently,”

advises one senior leader of the business. “But it’s enjoyable because
you’re going to get the results. If you continue to do the things you’ve
always done, you’re never going to get different results.”
The fact that the entire business is managed this way, not just the
production areas, reinforces the management system and culture. The
management approach is currently followed in finance, IT, logistics,
procurement and human resources. HR, for example, presents daily
reports on issues and solutions, such as the number of people needed
and present for each shift, safety issues, and any discipline actions.
Today, reflecting the cumulative results of many productivity
improvements, total employment at the site is up slightly, but output
has grown 50 percent over the past four years. In the quality control area,
for example, as the business has grown, total headcount has actually
declined by 25 percent. Those people have moved to other areas of the
business, and taken on the responsibility for other testing activity.
Most recently, process improvements in some administrative areas have
freed up 60 people—over seven percent of the workforce—who will work
on several major new products being readied for production at the
facility. That additional output will improve the site’s cost position even
further, which will continue the virtuous cycle of improvement and
drive future business growth.

Core Management Objectives Supported by the TBM Management System
Management Roles and Objectives

Relevant Tools and Techniques

Alignment of daily work and management activity with the
realization of strategic business goals

Strategy deployment, managing for daily improvement
(monthly, weekly, daily/hourly reviews), visual work

Identification of opportunities for improvement that will
a) have a major impact on the business and
b) contribute to the attainment of strategic objectives

Initial assessment and ongoing diagnostics, opportunity
prioritization

Tracking and communicating progress toward objectives

Critical few KPIs (leading indicators that allow time for course
correction)

Resolving issues and problems permanently

Lean and Six Sigma problem-solving tools, managing for
daily improvement

Sustaining progress and performance levels once achieved.

Daily management reviews, monthly breakthrough reviews,
100-day plans

Ultimately, the application of such tools and changes in management practices builds a results-oriented culture that supports another key
business objective: attracting top talent.

Learn more about the TBM Management System at
www.tbmcg.com/solutions/management-system-operational-leadership/

SPEED WINS EVERY TIME
TBM specializes in operations and supply chain consulting for manufacturers and distributors. We push the pedal down in your
operations to make you more agile and help you accelerate business performance 3–5x faster than your peers.
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